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For an extremal process (Z,), the optimal stopping probkm for X, = f(Z,)-g(t 1 gives the 
continuous time analogue of the optimal stopping problem for max{YI, . . . , Y,) -ck where t’, , 
Yz, . . . are i.i.d. For the continuous time problem we derive optimal stopping times in explicit 
form and also show that the optimal stopping boundary is the limit of the optimal stopping 
boundaries for suitably standardized discrete problems. , 
1. Introduction 
The optimal stopp ng problem for Xk = Mk -ck, Mk = max{ Y,, . . . , Ykt. with Y I, 
Yz, . . . i.i.d. and El Y1/ <a, is treated in Chow and Robbins [I], Chow, Robbins 
and Siegmund [2]. There it is shown that 
defines an optimal stopping time, where P(k) is the unique solution of E( YI - 
fl(k))+=ck+l-ck anditisassumedthatcg,+l - ck > 0 defines an increasing sequence. 
It is well known that for the sequence of standardized maxima (A& -b, ‘la,, 
(a,, > 0) there are only three possible types of nondegenerate limit laws (see 
Gnedenko [4]) given by the distribui Ion functions 
GI(x) z= G1 
where (Y, A are positive constants and one can always choose a,,, h, such that A = 1. 
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If we use the standardized maxima to define a continuous time stochastic process 
Y” by 
Y,dt) = Y,( I/n ) for O<f =z l/n, then, assummg the convergence in law of the 
standardized maxima to the distribution function G of one of the above types, it 
is shown in Lamperti [6] that the sequence of Y,, converges (in a suitable sense) 
to a Markov process (2, II _4 with right-continuous and nondecreasing paths, such that 
These processes a r,n called extremal processes (of type i, i = 1,2,3), and we set 
z,, - ZCI = 1 (1, type 1, -co, type 2,3. 
which yields right-continuity of paths in t .= 0. 
Thus the continuous time analague of the reward h4k -CL is the reward Z, -g(r) 
with a deterministic cost function g. In the following we consider the optimal 
stopping problem for 
X*=fcZ,)-g(f). fET=[o,m), 
and derive optimal stopping times in explicit form under suitable assumptions on 
/ and R. 
For this WC use the notion of a weakly monotone case for continuous time 
processes as introduced in Irle (51. There it is shown for the probIem of optimal 
stopping for a stochastic process (X, jIt T with respect to a given probability space 
1Q, S& PI and a filtration (s$ )rGT, i.e. a nondecreasing family of o-algebras ~2, cd, 
that under certain regularity conditions 
or = inf I E T: X, sess sup EtX,j.?l,) 
c -I I 
rktiws an clptirnal stryqGng time. if the following condition is fulfilled: 
In the following we will prove thut, under certain conditions on f and g, the 
~~~~pp~~~ probicm is in the weakly monotone case, and compute the optimal stopping 
Gmc (1. WC will also show that the optimal stopping boundary for the con- 
~~~~~~~~~~ tune problem is the limit of the optimal stopping boundaries for suitably 
%tandardired iscrete problems. 
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2. The optimal stopping problem 
Ler GUM- be an extremal process adapted to a right-continuous filtration (&,jrer 
such that 
(2) 
where G is an extremal distribution. For the following we let XL, and XR denote 
the left and right ends of the support of G. We consider the problem of optimal 
stopping for 
X =f(ZA--g(t), 
where it is assumed khat g: [0, a~) -* D4 is convex, continuous (in 0) with lim,.,., g(t) = 
00, and that f: (XL, XR) + 02 has the following properties: f is increasing, absolutely 
continuous with Elf(Z,)[ < CX? (t > 0) and 
f is extended by continuity to the closure of its domain. Thus by the above 
assumption of finite expectation 
I 
XR 
f(y)hGo:)h(logG(y))‘d~, 
X1. 
is finite (h > 0) and so 
J ;XRf(y)(logG(y)M~ 
is finite f.a. z >XI. Thus, by partial integration, 
J 
XR 
J 
x 
f’(y)logG(y)dy=-f(z)logG(zk- “~(yMogG(yll’dy 
.? z 
is finite. 
Consider the following versions 
of the conditional expectations, t > 0: 
i 
Xl< 
&(h)-f(tIG(z)“+ ;‘(y)hG(y)“(lo~C(y))‘d~. 
For she following lemma we note that e1 is differentiable in h. 
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Proof. We have 
&k)=flz)G(z)” logG(r)+ 
I 
zXsf(y~G~y)“(log G(yWy 
+ 
I 
zxRflyWty,h log G(yNlog G(y))‘dy. 
By partial integration, 
I 
XK 
-fez )Gcz I’ log Gcz I = fcyiG(y)“(logGo,))‘d~ 
.‘ 
Xi4 
+ by)hG(y ?(log G(y))’ log G(y) dy. 
Thus 
I 
xn 
4: ch 9 = J’(y)+logG(yHG(y)” dy 
I 
I 
.y, 
5 /‘(y)(-logG(y))dy =I&@). c? 
I 
To avoid the trivial ,situation that T = 0 is an optimal stopping time, we assume 
for the following 
/I20) -grr99<sup{E~(Z,)-fi(r)). 
L -4’) 
In the next theorem optimal stopping times are derived for X, =f(Z,) -g(l), f 
and R fulfilling the above assumptions. 
For the problem of optimal stopping for X, = f(ZI) - g(r ), define 
(r = inf(t E T: Z, 3 c(g’(r))}, 
where r(f) = inf{z : rL~tO1~ f) denotes the generalized inverse of $5 (0) (inf ti = 00) 
and K’ the derivative from the right of g. 
Thearem 1. If E g iu 9 < 3c;, tkcn u is an optimal stopping time, i.e. 
E X., = sup{E X, : 7 stoppinK time, E X, <. a}. 
f%oof. ti3 Define 
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and 
vu = sup by(Z) - go ,}. 
(‘-0 
Thus Vt = ess sup,,,E(X,I&,) as. 
We will show that we are in the weakly monotone case (l), i.e. IX, z Vg} c
{X+/l a Vt+,,} for all t, h. Since by assumption {X0 b Vo} = 8, we only have to consider 
t>o. 
For h a0 we denote gt(h) =g(t+h), with derivative from the right (in h) 
g:(h). Let Z,= z. Then, since JI:(O) is decreasing and continuous in z, 
qQ:(O)>g'(t) iff 2 <u(g’(f)). 
So for z -C v(g’(t)) the function $,(h ) -gr(h) is strictly increasing in h = 0, thus 
sup{JIZ(h)-g,(h:))79t(O)-g,(t~)=f(z)-g(t). 
k >o 
This yields 
{Z, < v(g’(0)) = {X < K). (4) 
Now consider ‘z z= u(g’(f)), thus 4:(O) d g’(t), Using the lemma and the convexity 
of g, 
9:(h)~rL:(O)~gg:(O)~gg:(h) (h >O) 
This implies that 1,4~(h)--g~(h) is decreasing in h, so that 
9,(h)-g,(h)~ICI.(O}-g,(O)-f(z)-gI:(t) Uz >O), 
thus 
(Zt 2 u (g’(t))} c $Y, 2 Vt}. 
Thus, with (4), we obtain 
{X, 3 VI = {Z, 3 o(g’(0)). 
Since 
Z I+h zZ, and u(g’(t))au(g’(t +h)), 
we have 
(Xt 2% Vr}~{X+h ?= V,Ch) (h 70). 
Furthermore for some c in the dclmain off and large enough t 
g’(t)sc 70 and u(g’(t))s u(c) 
which implies 
P({X,< V,))~P({Z,<u3c)})-G~c(c)~‘. 
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This implies P({X, 2 v,}) + 1 (r + ~3) and also, for v =: inf{t: X, 2 V,} = 
inf{r: Z, 22 o(g’(f ))I, 
EU== 
I 
P({X, -c V,}) dr < 00. 
Let us remark that the stochastic process (1 I,Y,zV,$IET is right-continuous since g’(f) 
is right-continuous. 
(ii) It was shown in li) that the stopping problem is in the weakly monotone case 
with 
fr - inf(r E T: X# 2 V,} = inf{l E T: Z# 3 o(g’(r))}. 
To use the result of Me [5] on the optimality of u we have to show that the 
following condition is fulfilled: 
For any increasing sequence (7,)” of stopping times with 7, s u we have 
E XI”F 7* b lim sup E X,,. 
From f<g(~) c CC we have, for such a sequence (7, ), of stopping times, 
Egw”PEgmlpr”P:ao (n +oo). 
Since E /(ZSU, ,, I 2 E/(2,,) for all n, this yields 
E X$up 1, 3 lim sup E X7.. 
II now follows from Irle [5] that 
E X,, 2 sup{E X, : limn inf 
I 
X, dP=O 
(7 .#I I 
wa~sp(EX,: Egwcm}. 
I iii) It remains t0 prove that 
sup(EX, E~(~wm)==sup(EX,: EX; a~). (5) 
For a > 0 define XU., =f(Z,) - ar. To Frove the above assertion it is sufficient to 
show that 
sud E X’,., : E X ,,., < JO} -=c * for any a > 0, t.6) 
as can be seen from the following argumlent. 
Choose constants a. h, D >(I, such that g(r I 2at + b for all 1. Now if 7 is any 
stopping time with E X 7 4: JC then E X,.,, <a~ for all c s u. Assu;ming validity of 
aA? we have 
EX,sEXO;-7.r-h-:Efi(7)r 
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Thus 
f(Z,> -UT Sf(ZTs) - a~‘+ a. 
So to prove (6) it is enough to show that the discrete optimal stopping problem 
for (X,,,),* with respect o (&)” has finite value. 
Setting & =u(Z1, . . . , 2,) it follows from the Markov property of (ZtltET that 
SU~{EX~,~: N stopping time w.r.t. (A&)~, EX& < aJj 
= sup{E .&.N: N stopping time w.r,t. (J&),, E Xi,, <co}. 
Now let Y1, Y2, . . . be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables with distribution G. 
Then the sequence (max{ Yr , . . . , Ynj),z has the same distribution as the sequence 
(Z,)n, see e.g. Dwass [3], so that the optimal stopping problem for K’, = 
max{f( YIL . . . , f( Y,)) - an with respect to 9” = U( I’,, . , . , Y,, ) has the same value 
as the optimal stopping problem for Xa,n = f(Z,,) -an with respect to &k, i.e. 
sup@ WN : N stopping time w.r.t. (g”),, E W N < 00) 
=su~{EX~,~: N stopping time w.r.t. (&L>,, EX$ Cot)}. 
But the first quantity is finite (Chow, Robbins and Siegmund [2, p. 56-5711, which 
yields (6). ‘.I 
Let us remark that this argument also yields finiteness of the quantity in (51, i.e. 
the value of the clptimal stopping problem is finite. 
So far, the optimality of [T is proved under the assumption that E g(a) is finite. 
We will now proceed to show that this holds under weak conditions. 
Since g, g’ are positive for large enough t we have finiteness of E g(a) provided 
that 
I 
CO 
g’(t)P({u > c)) dr < 00. 
0 
We now write 
I 
oc’ 
g’(t)P({rr -> t)) dt = 
0 I 
00 
g’(t rP({Z, < u (g’(f))}) dt 
IJ 
I 
a2 
= g’!f)G(u(g’(rH)’ dr 
0 
=~~~exp(-r[--log~‘(r~~-logG(~(g’(~)))]) dr. 
Thus Eg(g) is finite if 
log g’(r) 
-1log G(u(g’(f)))-- -r- >(I. 1 
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Since U(Z j--,X,_ for z --, oo and -log G(z I+ a0 for z + XL, we obtain at once 
Efikrj<;r; ifg’(t)=O(e”) (I+@J) for some p>Cr 
(without further assumptions on f)- 
Simiiarly, an easy computation yields 
Eg(o)ca iff’(y)=O((-IogG(y))B)(y-,Xt)forsomeP>O 
1 without further assumptions on g). 
As an ilhtstratisn consider the optimal stopping problem for 
x, =z, --g(E), 
i.e. /(z ) = z. Then it is easily seen that the assumptions of the theorem hold for all 
parameters a, A >O, if (Z,Jrs~ is of type 2 or type 3. 
If 42, jtc T is an extremal process of type 1 with parameter (Y 6 1, then the stopping 
problem is trivial since EZ, = a~ for all t > 0. For cy > 1, an easy computation yields 
that the assumptisns for the validity of the theorem are also fulfilled in this case. 
$Vc then obtain for the optimal stopping boundary (denoted by y(r)): 
Zcrr g’r: )“-(I; furthermore rig’dt)) = KJ for ~‘(r)~0. 
3. Convergence of the optinaal stopping boundaries 
Let us turn again. to the situation described in the introduction and consider i.i.d. 
t crcldom variables t ‘, , Yz, . . . so that the distributions of the standardized maxima 
l,W,, - h, ~/a, tend to an extremal dktribution G and the stochastic process ( Y,,(I)), -.-o 
tend, to an extrcmal process (Z,), +. For any natural number n let 
3rd zc~wd~r the discrete pwamctrr optimal stopping problem for 
x,rr, = Y,w-grit), f E T,. 
If CT, dcnotcs the optimal stopping time for this discrete parameter stopping problem 
:hcn it is intuitively obvious that CF,, tends (in a suitable sense) to (+, the optimal 
~~~~~~~~~~ time for X, = Z, - ~lr i. In the following we will give a precise meaning to 
this caatemenl. 
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Additionally to the assumptions of Section 2 we suppose that g is differentiable, 
strictly increasing and (w.1.o.g.) g(0) = 0. 
Now, for t = k/n E T,, 
and it follows (see Chow, Robbins and Siegmund [2, p. 56-57-j) that u,, is given by 
ff” =inf -:Mkb n - 
i 
k k 
4 )I 
=inf{t~- T,: ~~:,(t)~:(P,,(t)-6,,)/a,,} 
n n 
where for t > 0 p,,(t) is determined by 
E:( YI -p,,(i))+ =a,, g ( p$+(y) (>O). 
Moreover the optimal stopping time for Z, -g(i) is given by 
u = inf{t E T: Z, 3 y(t)) 
where y(f) is given by (7) (We assume LY > 1 if (Z,),,,. is an extrenral process of 
type 1.) 
The following theorem states the convergence of the optimal stopping boundaries. 
Theorem 2, For all t > 0 
Proof. (i) Let F denote the distribution function of YI; thus 
This implies, for y,, (t) = (/3,,(t) - h, )/a,, 
n(a -F&x +b,)) dx = yt g ( (Y+;)-g(Y)). 
Since the right side tends to g’(r) we &tain 
r’ 
cl3 
lim n (1 -F(a,x +b,,)) dx = p’(f). 
” -v”(r) 
Furthermore it is easily computed that 
-log G(X) dx = g’(r). (8) 
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so that 
oc al 
lim 
I 
n(1 -F(a,x +6,)) dx = 
I 
-log G(x) dx. 
n Y”(f) Ylf) 
(ii) We next show that for any r E R with G(r) > 0 
* 
lim J n(Z -F(a,,x+b,,))dx = ‘I , J 
22 
-log G(x) dx. 
I 
By Pickands CS] we have 
iiF EM, - b, )+/an = J 
m 
x dG(x) (<a), 
I) 
thus 
:t 32 
lim 
I 
(1 -F”(a,x +b,))dx = 
I 
(I-G(x))dx. 
n :’ 0 
Since F”(a,x t.6, J + G(x ) (n + ago) for all x, this yields 
z (0 
lim J (1 +“(a,~ +b,))dx = J (1 -G(x))dx n d d 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
for all d E R. Furthermore, for x 2 1, 
n(l-F(u,x+b))c-n logF(a,x+M 
S(1 -F”(u,x +b,j)/F”(a, +b,,), 
so that, for d 3 1, 
J 
\ 
lim sup )I I 1 - Fta,,s + h,, 1) ds 
‘I 
d lim sup 
I 
ZC 
(1 --Y&x +!I,)) dx/F”(cz, +b,,) 
rl 
I 
I 
= (1 -G(x))dx/Gtl) by (11). 
d 
Thus for F > 0 we may choose d r r such that 
I 
3L 
iim sup n(l -F(a,x +h,))dx <E. 
d 
Furthermore, from Gnedenko [4], we have 
nrl -F&X +b,))+-logG(xj (n -+a~) 
for all .c with Gix 1 >(I, and this convergence is obviously uniform on compacts. 
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This yields 
r 
a? 
lim sup n(1 -F&x +6,)) dx 
J 
d 
G lim sup n(l -F(U, 
r 
d 
s 
I 
-logG(x)dx+c 
I 
I 
02 
s -log G(x) dx +e. 
, 
Furthermore, by Fatou’s lemma, 
I 
Cn 
-log G(x) dx slim inf 
r 
which implies (10). 
(iii) From (10) 
r W 
,I 
co 
+b,j)dx+limsup d pz(1 -F(a,x +b,)) dx 
J 
a, 
n(1 -F(a,,x +b,)) dx, 
r 
r iT’ 
lim 
N 
j 
Ylrl 
rz(l-F(u,,x+h,,))dx=) -logG(x)dx. 
dyil) 
Assume now 
lim sup m(t) > y(f) or lim inf yn(:) <y(c). 
In the first case, for suitable .C >O and infinitely many nk, 
Yn,W-Y(w% 
thus, by (8), (9) and (lo), 
J 
CD 
g’(t) = lim nk F(u,~x bn, dx 
m 
lim 
\ 
-+(a,,~ dx 
-Y(l) J 
y(l)+F 
nk (1 -- F(u,,,x + b,, 1) dx 
ylrl > 
J 
y(f i+F 
=g’(t)- --log GK dx <g’(t). 
Y(fJ 
Similarly, the second case leads to a contradiction, which proves the theorem. rLl 
As an application of Theorem 2 \,e con~putli: the value 
v=EX, 
for the payoff with linear cost g(r) = ct, c > 0, i.e. 
X,=.2,-ct. 
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Here the optimal stopping time has the form 
CI = infir E T: Z! 2 v) 
where y is given by (7), not depending on 1. We will show thiat 
0 = y. 
Consider for n E N the discrete parameter optimal stopping problem for 
X,=Z,--cr, fET” 
(12) 
with value cm. Then obviously 
1 
C’n + - 2 L’ 2 C”, 
?I 
w that it is enough to prove that 
lim cfl = y. 
n 
1x1 Y!, Yz.. , . be an i.i.d. sequence of random variables with distribution G. Then 
an easy computation yields the existence of constants Q,, b,, a, >O such that 
L Yi - h, I/U~ has distribution G”“, 
;rnJ thu< IWC c.g. Dwass [3]1 the sequence (Z,),, r,, has the same distribution as 
PI& - 6, ~/a, IL. 
SO it follows (see the argument of part (iii) of Theorem 1) that t’,, is the value 
of ~4.f~ - (c/n ,k ,/a, - bn/un. 
The optimal stopping time for (Mk - (c/n )k: jkcnB takes the form 
5” = inf(k: Mk 2p,}, 
and furthermore 
tsar C‘how, Robbins and Siegmund [2, p. 56-57-j). This impiies 
L’, = !$,, -b, ,/a,. 
Furthcrmorc. 1~ Theorem 2. 
lirniC(,, h., i (I,, = y. 
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